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Review of nhess-2019-219, High-frequency glacial lake mapping using time series of
Sentinel- 1A/1B SAR imagery: An assessment for southeastern Tibetan Plateau
The purpose of the paper is to develop a methodology to map the extent of glacial lakes
using Sentinel 1 data at high temporal resolution. In principle this is useful. However,
the novelty and actual usefulness of the method is unclear. The SAR data processing method to delineate glacial lakes was already described in an earlier paper by the
authors (Zhang et al., 2019), hence the current draft does not really add much at a
scientific level. There have also been other papers that used SAR data to accurately
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map lake extent (such as Strozzi et al., 2012), and those published methods in my
view could also be adapted to a higher temporal resolution, hence I see no specific
need for the presented method. I also don’t see a significant error margin for lake
extent mapping in those published papers, to justify a method that makes minor delineation improvements – that value of such accuracy increase for a hazard assessment
is not discussed. Furthermore, the motivation of the paper is to do frequent lake extent
mapping to allow better hazard assessment. However, recent work (Veh et al., 2019)
has shown that while the number of glacial lakes has increased a lot in recent years,
the number of failures (= GLOF) normalized by the number of lakes has actually decreased, and stands at a low level. It is thus not clear just what a hazard those lakes
pose. The paper makes no distinction between stable lakes (that may show a seasonal
size variation, but one that is not relevant from a hazard perspective), and lakes closely
coupled with a rapidly changing glacier that may well be very dynamic and pose a serious hazard. As reader I also cannot tell what observed variation in lake size over
a few days is actually significant, hence I fail to see how this helps to draw up better
hazard maps. In sum, the paper to some extent repeats what was already published,
and addresses a problem that is not actually clearly defined. Further comments below.
- L29 – “leading to the increased hazard risk of glacial lake outburst floods (GLOFs)”
– first, this point is not clear. The study by Veh et all showed that while the number of
glacial lakes has increased substantially in recent year, the actual failure rate per lake
has actually been decreasing, hence it is not at all clear if the GLOF hazard has actually
been growing. In addition, while a GLOF is a hazard, a process that can cause harm, it
is not clear how you can claim that the actual risk is going up (risk is expected losses) –
many of the lakes are located far from settlements, and a relatively local GLOF will not
cause harm. - L30 – “evolved and erupted” – poor choice of words. Volcanoes erupt,
glacial lakes do not - L33 – “Multitemporal mapping of glacial lakes is the first step in
the evaluation of potential hazard from GLOFs” – it is not made clear how this extra
knowledge is actually useful. Multi-temporal studies have been made before, yet how
the higher temporal resolution of Sentinel actually aids in hazard process modelling is
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not actually demonstrated. In my view glacial lakes are phenomena that show a natural seasonal dynamic that needs to be considered in the context of the dynamics of
the glacier feeding it, but also the surrounding topography. Slightly better knowledge
alone on the lake extent is of limited utility - L59 – “shown high intra-annual variability
in the lake extent.” No evidence for this is presented, but a clear characterization of
that dynamic is needed for a reader to judge what monitoring frequency is adequate L96 - “1B. The basically consistent acquisition dates for the Sentinel-1A/1B and GF-2”
– what does that mean? No acquisition dates are reported, and given that nothing is
said about the actual dynamics of the lake extent it is impossible to judge whether the
GF-2 images truly coincide with the lake extents shown in the SAR data. Only later this
is clarified (L149) - L205 – “low-frequency monitoring is not sufficient to track changes
and timely detect hazardous developments” – in my view this is an unsubstantiated
claim. I am not aware of studies that actually studied in detail the dynamics of specific
glacial lakes in light of changes in hazard. Hence here we have no indication as to
what frequency is sufficient to capture critical developments, whilst limiting unnecessary data processing because of an unnecessarily high monitoring frequency - L240
– “In many glacial lake mapping methods, the lack of high-frequency mapping results
is a problem for some hazardous lakes with high seasonal variations in appearances
of water bodies, making it difficult for timely and reliable GLOF risk evaluation” – same
as above. The literature review in the manuscript has not identified such a critical gap.
- L264 – “However, we currently have limited information of glacial lake dynamics at
high frequency due to the low availability of data and lack of advanced techniques.” A
number of studies has shown the ability to use satellite data, including SAR, to accurately map glacial lake extent (e.g., Strozzi et al.). Hence I don’t agree that we don’t
have a suitable technique – as far as I can tell the earlier developed methods can also
be applied at greater temporal resolution - English is poor in places, e.g. “Terrestrial
surveying have”, “pixel values that most representative”, “This study devise a”
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